
The Journey Fellowship for New
Professionals - for full-time youth
workers with up to 10 years experience,

looking to establish and grow their
careers
The International Youth Worker
Exchange - a travel experience to
connect Indiana youth workers with peers
in other countries
Youth Worker Symposium - a
professional development experience for
youth workers around the world to renew
and learn together
The Journey Fellowship for Students -

for college students dedicated to
pursuing a career working with young
people

The Journey Fellowship is a flagship
program of The Journey, a collection of
programs committed to equipping people
to lead with their hearts by

Grounding...people in who they are - the
essence of their heart and spirit, their
vocation and avocation

Connecting...people to each other - tapping
into the power of community, and

Inspiring...people's beliefs about what they
can accomplish on behalf of young people

Since 2002, The Journey has created
opportunities for renewal and exploration for
experienced and prospective youth workers
in Indiana. In addition to the Executive
Journey Fellowship, The Journey also
facilitates: 

The Journey programs are made possible by
the generous support of The Lilly
Endowment, Inc. and under the care of
Indiana Youth Services Association.

www.thejourneyonline.org 

You have been nominated to join a select
group of influential professionals as a member
of the 2022 class of the Journey Fellowship - a
program aimed at renewing leaders and
transforming the field of youth work in
Indiana. 
 

Fellows attend four all-expense-paid retreats
throughout the year, focused on personal and
professional leadership and renewal, benefit
from peer coaching, have the opportunity to
connect with other leaders in the youth
development field, receive individual stipends
to fund their own professional development
and engage with colleagues to transform their
own organizations and communities.

Please see The Journey travel map on the
reverse side, which highlights the components
and structure of the fellowship program, and
includes dates and locations for retreats. 

We hope you will consider applying for one of
the limited number of spots available for the
2022 year. 

To apply please visit thejourneyonline.org

Please ensure that you click on the links
related to the Executive fellowship program.
We encourage you to see this fellowship as a
once-in-a-lifetime professional opportunity to
make your coming year one of renewal and
possibility for yourself and your organization. 

We look forward to receiving your application. 

2022 Executive
Journey Fellowship
A unique opportunity for Executives

and Leaders in the Field of Youth
Development in Indiana

"The has allowed me time to focus solely on me...Not
fixing someone else or dealing with their problems. 
 Not pouring my last drop into anyone but refilling
my own cup!  I am such a fixer and always, ALWAYS

putting myself last.  It has been amazing to have
time to focus on my needs and learn little ways to do

the same once returning to the real world." 
- 2020 Journey Fellow

"I have a hard time making myself vulnerable to
others. The Journey helped me realize the importance

of doing that, but even more importantly, being
vulnerable to myself. That's the only way I can

achieve true renewal because then I can see where I
am weak and how I can become stronger for myself."

- 2020 Journey Fellow

About The JourneyCongratulations!

Special Covid-19 Note for 2022+
  In all possible instances, The Journey will continue to take place
“in-person” with observation of masking and social distancing as

appropriate. Our current policy for all in-person retreats is to
require fellows and staff to provide either proof of full vaccination
OR a negative COVID test from within the previous 72-hours. Any
changes to requirements or procedures throughout the year will

be communicated in as timely a manner as possible.




